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THE CHANGING SKILL REQUIREMENTS OF JOBS IN THE U.S. ECONOMY

Abstract

This research examines changes in the distribution of job skills in the
U.S. economy between 1960 and 1976. The effects of two factors are
Assessed: 1) changes in the diEqribution of employment among different
occupations, and 2) changes in the skill requirements of'indiyidual
occupations. Estimates ofGthe latter component are based on two editions
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the 3rd edition issued in 1965
and the 4th edition issued in 1977. The .results indicate that while
changes in the distribution of employment has favored more skilled jobs,
revisions in the.DOT suggeSithat.the overall distribution of skill
levels has actually narrowed during this period.
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INTRODUCTION

In conducting labor market research, economists and sociologists

often focus on the earnings and other characteristics of individuals in

the labor market. Less attention is directed to the characteristics of

jobs, particularly skill-requirements. While the notion of skills is

not new in labor market research, it is usually associated with individ-

uals and not jobs: This focus arises from the neoclassical view of the

labor market which forms the basis of-so much' analysis. According to

this view, skills are- embodied in, individuals in the form of "human

capital. ul
Earnings are said to reflect the marginal products of individ-

uals,since it is assumed that firms effectively utilize the skills (human

capital) of the work force through substitution among workers and between

labor and capital.

Yet the idea of skill requirements being associated with jobs has a

conceptual basis as well. In Thurow's "job competition" view of the labor

market, marginal products are associated with jobs and not indiv,iduals.2

Workers must attain a certain skill level in order to perform the tasks

and achieve the marginal products associated with their jobs. . In this

view workers may actually possess more skills than are necessary to

adequately perform the tasks of their respective jobs. Other views of

.the labor market also endorse the notion of job skills. -Screening theory

implies that job tasks may not be tied to the skills of the work force'

since employers base their hiring requirements on the available supply

offskilled (educated) labor.3 Within a Marxist framework, Braverman
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argues that capitalist production fragments job tasks into simpler and

more routine parts over time, requiring a less skilled work foke.4

In addition to its theoretical importance, the s udy of job skill

requirements is, useful in addressing policy issues Measuring the skill

requirements Of jobs serves as one means of assessing the'demand for

skilled labor. By contrasting the skill content of jobs in the economy

with the skills possessed by the labor foYce, policy makers get some

indication of how well the supply of skilled labor is keeping abreast of

available jobs. The recent debate on the economic decline of-college
,

-graduates illuStrates the usefulness of this approach.5

Jobs skills, especially of a general nature, are often acquired in

school. Except for the existence of casional shortages, Most observers

view the educational system 4s a highly effective vehicle for producing

the skills required to maintain the growth of the economy. 'Even in the

1960s, it appeared that the increasing supply of college educated workers

entering the labor market simply met the rising deMand for skilled labor.

But in recent years the supply of skilled labor may have outstripped

demand. Some critics charge that many college graduates must now accept

positions 4'ormerly held by high school graduates.6 Other observers claim,

however, that such upgrading is.necessarylecause of technological advances

that require a more skilled labor force.7 Yet little evidence exists to

support either claim:

The research reported in this paper supplies evidence on the changing

skill, requirements of jobs in the U.S. economy. Specifically, the research

addresses the following questions:

0



-Has the overall skill content of jobs increased, remained steady,

or decreased in recent years?

-What factors have contributed to any observed change? In particu-

lar, what has-been the effect of: 1) changes in the distribution

of employment among different occupations, and 2) changes in the

skill requireMents of particular occupations?

The research builds upon previous work, yet differs markedly. Other

researchers have assessed the-overall skill level of jobs in the economy

and have examined Changes over tiMe.8 ,But most research accounts only

for the changes in the distribution of employment and not changes in the

skill requirements of particular jobs. While employment patterns are no

,doubt important in affecting the overall demand for skilled labor, it is

equally important to determine whether the skill requirements of jobs

themselves are changing. This research attempts to make such an assess-

ment.

The remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. In the

next section I outline the methodology.of this study. The following

section contains the empirical yesults. In the last section I discuss

the implications of the e4irical findings and make some svggesiions for

:further research in this area.

METHODOLOGY

The conceptual framework of this research is based upon the assumption

that the skill requirements of jobs are in some-way specifiable and

measureable. That is, I assume that there is a minimum or average skill
-

requirement associated with every job in the economy. A worker holding



a particular job must attain the skill level associated with that job in

order to perform the tasks of the job adequately. In reality, it is

likely that for some tasks the skill requirements of a job are not rigidly

fixed,. and therefore change with the qualifications (skills) of the worker

holding the job.9 But it also is likely that there is some rigidity in

this process and that employers in the short-run do not change the tasks //

of the job in accordance with the skills of the worker. 10
It is this //

notion of approximately fixed skill requirements which forms the basis/

for this research.

The Models. The empirical task is to estimate the aggregate distri-

bution of skill requirements within the U.S. economy at two points in

time. Each estimate requires information on the skill requirements of

individual-jobs as well as the distribution of jobs within the economy.

With-the two independent estimates of the skill requirements for particu-

larjobs$ it is possible to disaggregate changes in the overall distribu-

tion of skills into two components: 1) those arising from changes in the ,

distribution of employment among jobs, and 2) those arising from changes

in the skill requirements of individual Sobs: The latter component is

particularly important, since it shows the effects of technological

changes on'the tasks and skill levels of jobs. The first component can

be'further divided into changes resulting from shifts in employment among

major occupation groups (such as professional/technical jobs) and shifts

within major occupation groups.

Let Sjk. represent the probability of someone holding job k in

occupation group j that requires a skill level i. The sum of these

9
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probabilities' across all skill levels equals unity:.

A
E

i
S. = S '. 1 ,

.. .. i.jk Jk

ti .where ,A is the number of discrete skill levels. Let N. represent the.jk

'0)

number of people holding job k within occupation j at time t1.

Using*this inforration we can calculate the'distribution of skill

levels within major occupation groups at two points in time (t1 hd t2)

using two separate estimates of. skill requirements (S1 and S2). First,

the probability that someone employed .in occupation group d at time t1

hplds a job requiring skill level i (based on skill estimate 1), is:

C
t1 1

N

= k=1 Jk
S

ijklj.
(2)

E

Cj

N.

k=1 J

Where C.1. represents the number of different individual. jobs in occupation

group j. Similarly, using the same estimate of individual skill require-

mehts.(Sljk) for t ields:
0

t2':1 EJ N Sl.
S., = k=1

j 1Jk
1J.

C.

0 Ntk
k=1 i

Finally, using a different estimate ofindividual skill requirements

(Sijk) for time t2 yields:

C.

EJ .

SZ:2 = k=1 j

S

13k
13.

C.
J

k =1 Nii

(3)

(4)

c)
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Differences between (2),and (3) reflect changes in the distribution of

employment within each occupation group. Differences between (3) and

(4) rbflect changes 'in the skill requirements of individual jobs within

each occupation group.

Equations (2) - (4) can then be used Ito,produce,estimates of the

'

aggregate distribution of skill levels'at two points in time. First,

using the first estimate"of individual skiWlevels-for time t1 yields:

E Ntl S1:1
j=1 J 1J

1'

E N
j=1

(5)

+
1where N7 = EJ NIA (6)

J. k=1 J"\

represents the number of people holding jobs in occupation group j and B

re presents the number of occupation groups., Similarly, for_time t
2

and

skill estimate 2, we have:

B n
E s2:4

Si
t2:2 . j.1 J- ij

- E
j=1-

(7)

Two other estimates of aggregate skill distributions can also' be

produced. First, assuming the same distribution of skills within occupa-
,

tion,groups at duce t2 as.at time t
l'

we can estimate'

B

1
= j=1St. 2

1..

N S
t2 ti :1

li
B

E

j'-.11

(8)
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Second, assuming the same estimate of, skill leiiels for indivicWal jobs

(Based on skill.estimate 1) at time t'
2
asin time't 'we can estimate:

S
t21
1'. j.1 3 ij

B;

112 (9)
j=1 J..

Changes in the overall distribution of skills between t1 and t2

L(7)-(5)) can then be disaggregated into three components: (1) changes

due .to inter-occupational group shifts in employment [(8)-(5)]; (2)

changes to intra-occupational group shifts in employment [(9)-(8)); end

3) changes in the estimated skill requirements- of partiqubar jobs

[(7)-(9)]. Comparing these estimates will illustrate the relative

fluence of these three factors on changes in the overall distribution of_

job "skiill levels, in the U.S. economy.

Sources of Data. Two types of information are required to produce

the estimates: information of the-skill requirements of individual

jobs and information on the distribution of jobs in the economy. The

former:comes from data collected by the U.S. Employment Service on the

characteristics of jobs in theUnAed States, which is compiled in the

- Dictionary of pccupational Titles (DDT). 1 :1 This information, includes

.estimates of the general skill requirements (General Educational Develop-

ment GED) and the specific.skill requirements (Specific, Vocational

Preparation - SVP) of jobss. These estimates represent the skills needed

to adequately perform the tasks of individual jobs and-are made by

-government experts Who observe workers ,performing their jobs.12 In

12
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this study only GED was examined, since it relates primarily to general

training acquired in_school; Separate estimates of individual skill re-

quirements were obtained from two editions of the DOT: the 3rd edition

issued in 1965 and. the 4th edition'issued in 1977.

Information on the distributions of jobs comes from Census data.

Two census surveys were used in the analysis: the 1960 1/1000 Public Use

Sample and the 1976 Current Population Survey. These two years provide

good period of comparison - 1960 marked the beginning of both an

economically prosperous decade and one of rapid growth in the educational

%

attainments (skills) of the work force, while 1976 provides a good point

Y

to assess the contemporary situation.

The7major4methodological task consisted of producing estimates. of

skill,requirements for individual Census ,occupation codes based on DOT

: :information: The task was difficult, since two different occupational
0

- a

cOding sYStems'are used in the two data sources. The U,S.'Employment

-Service uses ?oughly- 13,000 individual job categories, While the Census

Bureau uses fewer titles and, a classification."tystem based on the socio-
,

economic status:.of dtfferehl jobs.. The problem was overcome by btiliiing
- e

other Census data,'the 1966'and 1971Current POpulation Surveys (CPS),

where4espondgnts' occupations were coded under both-systems.

DOT information was.assigned to 1960 Census data with the aid of a
, .

matrix that cross-references Census and DOT occupation codes from the

October 1.966 CPS: With this matrix and data on the characteristics of

jobs from the 3rd edition of the DOT,lucas assigned to every Census

code the probability of having a particular skill (GED) leve1.4 These

estiiJtes were assigned in turn,. to individuals in the civilian labor

force 14 years old and over from the 1960 Public Use Samp e.
14

c:

1r
.4..U

.
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A similar set.of Procedures
was employed in constructing the 1976

data set. In this case Census and DOT occupation codes were cross-

referenced using the April 1971 CPS.15 Another cross-reference was used

to supply ihformation from both the 3rd and 4th editions of the DOT.16

As-a result, each valid respondent in the March 1976 CPS was assigned the

probability of holding a .job requiring each -level of OED based on both

the 3rd and ,4th editions of the DOT.17

The two resulting data sets were used to estimate changes in the

diStribution of job skills etween 1960 and 1976. Although originally

both the employed and unemployed were included in the two files, the

analyses were performed on-just the employed population.. It was felt

that this would giJe a more accurate picture of the jobs that actually

_exist in the U.S. economy than would result by iricluding.information on
. .

the jobs previously held by the unemploYed:18

Sources bf.Error in the ProposeeEstimates. In several places

during the construction of the data.files;
potential sources of error

-or bias were introduced. Both the.T960 Public Use Sample'and the 1971

CPS files-reipondents who failed report an occupation were dropped. .

froth the analysis. And in the 1971 CPS, CensuS Coders were sometimes..

unable tuasSign'a DOT code based on the respondent's job_

These cases were also dropped. It is diffCOlt to assess the degree of

this bias, yet there is no evidence to indicate that the errors-should

not beyando6. Also; since the procedures usedto estimate skill require-,

Merits:were:the same for the. 1960 data. set as for the 1976 data set, any
. ,

, 2
-resulting'bias should be similar. Comparisons between the two years

should, therefore, accurately reflectactaal changes.

II
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A second .sorce of bias comes from using the Same estimate of

individual skill levels for whites and blacks., men and women.

Producing one distribution of job requirements for each census rode
o .

and assigning it to all individuals with that code will overstate

the characteristics of jobs held by blacks to the degree: that blacks
.

hold "Worse" jobs or lowerJskilled jobs than 'whites, even Within

the same census job category. This bias is probably weaker for

women since the majority are employed in jobs dominated by women.-

An additional source of bias in the estimates arises from

making .comparisons between 1960 and 1976 using the 3rd and 4th..

editions. of the DOT: The information on job, characteristics from

the 3rd edition of the DOT was released in 1965-and was probably :

'collected- in 1963 and 19.64; Assigning 'GED . leygls :to census occupation :

codes in-1960 based ontflat edittonof the 1)otoverstates (under
.

States) the actual _ski.' requirefientsof jobs ln that year to the
,

degree that they were lower (higher) than in ..1963 and 1964. This

problem is less .acute in_the_1976_data-fiie-siii6e-the-4th-edition

DOT information on job .characteristics was 'collected "close to the'

time of. the:March 1976 CPS. The 'bias in the 1960 ,data also means

that coMpariSOns. or changes:in skill yequiremenls between 1960'and.

1976 may be 4understated (overstated).

Finally, there may exist errors in 'the estimates of-skill

requirements in the,b0T itself. It is fundamental to this study

that the skill- requireMents of. jobs be determined independently from

-15
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the educational. attainments of workers occupying those jobs. There may

be a distinct-difference between the functional or performance require-

ments of jobs and the hiring requirements of jobs dictated by employers.,

Differences in estimated skill levels should measure changes in skill

requirements of particular jobs and rnt changes in employers'. tastes

for certain worker traits. From a review of the proCedures that the U.S.

Employment Services used to estimate the skill requirements of jobs, it

appears that information on functional requirements of jobs is collected

separately from employer requirements" But because a number of tech-
,

nfques are employed by job analysts to obtain information on jobs, there

is no guarantee that. recorded (ED levels-are completely independent from

employer preferences,

case.

this study, hbwever, it. is assumed to be the

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Changes in-the-distribution of skill levels depend upon both chinges

in the distribution of emploYment,(or jobs) and-chahoes,in the skill

levels of individual jobs. Table 1 shows the distribution of employment

in the United States-in-1960.and 1976 within major, Census'occupational

categories. The Census classification system is the most widely used and
, .

well-knOwn system fOr. reporting employment patterns in the U.S-:,-so it

will 4e used as,a baSis for examining shiftsin employment.:

Between 1960 and 1976 the, percentage of "white-collar" and service

workers,increased-while thepercentage of "blue-collar" and farm 'workers

decreased. The growth:in-"whlte-collar" employment itself is often
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heralded as an indication of the increasing employment opportunities in

the more rewarding and demanding portion of the job hierarchy. But the

terms "white-collar" and "blue-collar" are.reallY void of any mening

regarding job content or requisite job skills. As Aronowitz states:

..."white-collar" is a label that presupposes an essential

difference between the structure of labor in the factory

and the office.. It is a category of social ideolcgy rather

than of social science.and .has evoked the image of a system'

of social stratification that regards office work is a

higher-status occupation than factory work, administration
4

as. more prestigious than manual labor, or , indeed, any

oCcupation related directly to the Production of goods. The

bare fact is that "white-collar"-: is less d'description.of an
)

actual groupof Workers than a conceptual tool for aspecific

,gerSpective on social class."

In reality, some "blue-col)ar". jobs' may require far more skills than many

"white-collar" jobs. Thus changes in the .distribution of employment

among Census job_categorieS may not affect the overall distribution of

job skill requirements.

This point is further illustrated by examining estimates of skill

requirements (as reflected- by GED levels) for 'jobs within major, Census

occupational groups [based on equations (2) through (4)1.21/ Table 2.

shows the disti-ibutiOns of skill requirements within eacti.grop for 1960

based on the 3rd,edition of the,DOT, 'and for 1976-based on both, the 3rd

and 4th editions of the DOT. -The table reveals the variation of job'

C
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skills both between and within major occupational groups. Within each

group there is a distribution of requisite .job skills that reflects the

Varying composition of jobs within each group. This points out why

simply referring to professional jobs, for-example, as highly skilled

jobs ignores the fact that there is a fairly wide ranae of jobs within

this category, requiring a wide range of job skills.

°There are also major diff fences in the distributions of fob skills

between Major groups. The professional/technical group is well repre-

sented in-high skilled categories (GED-levels 5 and 6), followed by the

managerial group. But over half of managerial jobs require only middle
. . , .

...-

levels of job skills (i;sED level 3 and 4). 'Far-craft jobs have the
. .

.
. . , .

nect highest distributiOns*.of job kills, 'Clerical and salet'soccupations,- '
. _

.

includedin_the Census' "white-collar.'" -aroqo, occupy predominately the\

middle range/Of jobskills.- Fin-ally, operatives,' serWce workdrs,'and

1,]aborers hold -jobs in the middle and lower ranges of thetsoectrum of -job

Skills. These distributions.also illustrate how,many "blue-Collar", jobs

do, in-fact, require more'skills than some "white-collar".jobs, espeCially

e.

clerseal and,sal'es jobs.

Changes in the distritutions,between 1960 and 197t reflect two.factors,v
. 3

the first being shifts in employment within, each caevr- between 196D

and-1976. Since,dach occupational groups s_compoSed pumber:of in-
.

dvidual occupations-,:changestnrelative employment'among the oa-Upa-
.

.tiont can result. in changes in the distribution of skills within each

group. Comparisons of GED_levels between 1960 and 1976 based on the same

-edition of the DOT illm&trate these shifts. This assumes no.Chdriges in

the DOT estimates of skill requlrements of individual jobi.

vet
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The second factor is due to changes in the skill requirements of

individual occupations. Given a constant job structure within each

occupational group, skill requirements for individual occupations" will

be altered due to changes in technology or the structure of job tasks.

Recall that respondents in the 1976 data file were coded with GED esti-

mates based on both the 3rd and 4th editions of the 00T. Asa result,

changes in-the distribution of,GED levels for the same ydar, 1976, based

on different editions of the DOT reflect simply changes in the skill

level's of individual jobs.

Botli changes in-employment patterns and changes" in 4kill requirements

occurred tetween 1960 and 1976. 1-lowever,chinges in employment patterns

koduced.only slight changes,in_the distritiution of skill requirements.

f
within-any of the

,
major?oecupational categories. There were-substantial

:changes,Zontheother hand, due to revisions in,theDOTestimatet.of skill

;requirements. Most luiportant,,there was_a decline in the percentage of

the highest skilled jobs (GED level 6). In both'the profesqional/technical

and managerial categories there were4significant decreases at this -level
. ,

Afrom_23.6%to 9.6% in the'former and from 14.9% to 5.3 %; in the latter).

This.result`is quite surprising. It may reflect an increasing pro-_

letarianization of manager. , ial and professional, occupations that some
-,,

4 ..
C.

critics say results in' a division of the most complicated and skilled

'jobs in the economyinto lower-skilled components..22 Although there was

a reduction of skillrequirements at the highest level, therd were in-

creases in skills at the next higheseleVel (GED level-5) within "Pro;-

fessidhaT and managerial occupations. Sales occupations showed some in-
,

crease in requisite skills in the !piddle level (GED level 4)' and decreases
=
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in the lower levels (GED levels 2 and 3). All other groups exhibited

little change due to revisions in the DOT estimates of skill requirements.

The distributions appeartng in Tables 1 and 2 were then used to

estimate the distribution of job skills for the economy as a whole

[based on "equations (5), (7), (8), (9)]: The results appear in Table 3.

Column 1 shows the aggregate distributions of skill requirements in 1960

based on the 3rd edition of the DOT [(5)]. Column 2 estimates the dis-

tribution of .GED levels assuming the same distribution-of GED. levels

within each major, Cepsus occupational group in 1976 as in 1960 and,

accounting only for changes in employment among major gr,Jups [(8)].

Differences between columns 1 and 2, shown in column 6, provide an esti-

,mate of changes in aggregate skill requirements between,T960 and 1976

due' simply to inter-group-shifts in employment between the' two years..

Column,3 shows the actual distribution of skill requiremehts in 1976

based on the 3rd edition of the DOt [(9)]. .Differences,6etWeen-columhs

2 and 3, shown in colUmn'7, provide,an restimate,of changes,in skill

requirements between 1960 and 1976due simply to revisions in the'esti-
.

'mates of skill ,r,equirements- between' the 3rd and 4th editiOns of-the DOT.-

The overall net differences between the distribution of skill levels in

1960 based on thet'3rd editionof the DOT and distribution' of skill levels.A
in 1976 based on the 4th edition of the'DOT appear in column 5.

Agith-this table:it-is possible io'eXamine the three components of
c I

change that took place, between. 1960 and
1P

978:

..(1) Inter - occupational group' shifts in emoloyment'tcolUmn 6). ..

.

This factor confirms the popular,nottbn that .shifts in employment have
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raised the overdll 'skill requirements of jobs in the economy: The two

highest GED levels (5 and 6), which roughly correspond to skills normally

acquired in college, increased while the percentage of workers having

jobs requiring the lowest four levels (high school or less) decreased.

(2) Intra-occupational group shifts in employment (column 7),

This factor did little to change the overall distribution of job skills.

There was an increase in the percentage of skilled jobs (GED levels 4

and 5) and a decrease in the percentage of middle level jobs (GED level

/3) .

(3) Changes in the skill requirement's of individual jobs (column 8).

This factor showedGunexpected results. Revisions., in the estimated skill.

requirements of jobs from the DOT reduced, the percentage of highly

skilled jobs (GED level 6). There were, howevere. increases In.the per-
, . .7

- .`cenia§e of jobs requiring.middleskill leVels.(GED levels 3 to 5).

The netc,resuleof these changes (column, 5) Was to, increase the

percentage of jobs in the upper-middle range of Ski-Us (GED levels 4

and 5). Bu't because of:revistOns in the DOT, estimates of .skill require-
<

ments, the percentage of 'jbbs at the Jlidheit skill level (GED level 6)

'actually declined, in spite of shifts in employment favoring, more skilled

jobs There were also decreases in, the percentage of low skilled jobs

. (GED 'level 1 to 3).N,

'CONCLUSIONS:

The results o this research are perhaps surpHsing. The overall,

effects of shifts in -heN'CoMposition of emplOyment in the economy and
,

change§ in the...skill yequireme ts of,ind,ividual:jObs between'1960 and
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1976 resulted-in the movement of the aggregate-distribution of skills

toward the middle and upper-middle and away from the ends of the range.

In other words, the distribution of job skills within the U.S. economy

apparently "narrowed" during this period. The estimates probably under-

state the degree of actual change that took place since the 3rd edition

estimates of GED levels were made circa 1963.and 1964. The most startling

finding was the decrease in the percentage of jobs requiring the highest

level of skills, a decrease.due solely to revisions in the estimates of

skill requirements by the_U.S. Employment Service as contained in the

4th edition of the- DOT.1

Thg results, however, shouldlOnly be considered tentative,' The
,

.

methodology of this study was complex and potential biases.could have''

been introduced at several stageS. In particular, it"was difficult to

assign skill requirements to LeQsus occupation codes based on DOT data.,,

Future efforts should bedirected toward impt^oving ways of, utilizing
.

information from these two rich sources of data.

.AdditiOnal work is also needed to undertake a more complete, composite

analysis of the cogn.itiVe and,; affective requirementsOfjobs. This study'`

focused on only dnedimension of job skills contained in, the DOT - GED

JevelS. FutUreresearch could Utilth other informatiOn from the DOT,

includiwinformation on Specific training (SVP) as well as other _cognitive

-aid-affective traits.
. r

In spite of the limitations of the present research, the results.are

illuminating,. Theyindicate.that the general skill requirements of jobs

haVe:changed little oVer.the past decade,and a half -- a period of'rapid
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growth and technological development. This was also a period when the

supply of skilled labor, especially college graduates, increased dramati-

cally. As a result, the economic returns to schooling may have declined.

On a more fundamental level, the results support the view that recent

economic growth anddevelopment has flattened the job hierarchy and re-

duced requisite job skills.

rt
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Table 1

Distributions of Employment by Major Census Occupational Groups
, for thejdorking Population: 1960 and 1976

OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS,

White collar. workers. .

Professional and technical workers
Managers and administrators
Sales workers
Clerical workers \

1960

43:1

1976

50.1

11,9
8.6
7.6

15.0

15.2
10.6
6.5
17.8

Blue-collar Workers 38.5 32.4
Craft and kindred workers 14.1 1776
Operatives 19.3 15:2
Nonfarm laborers 5.1 4.6

Service workers "11.6 14.4
Private household workers 2.8 1.8
Other service workers 8.8 12.6

Farm workers 6.7 3.2
Farmer 4.2 ,1.7
Farm laborers 2.5 1.5

TOTAL (approx) 100.0 100.0
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Table '2

1

Dtstributioni of GED Levels within Major Census Occupational. GrouPs for
the Working' Population: 1960 and 1976

OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS GED LeVels**
\

_
Professional workers

Managers

Sales Workers

Clerical workers

Craft workers

Operatives

Laborers

Private household
workers

Service workers

Farmers

Farm laborers

1 2 3 4 .5 6

1960-3 0.1 0.4 2.9 16.4 55.9 24.3
1976-3 0.0 0.4 3.1 16.5 56.2 23.6
1976-4 0.0 0.4 2.8 10.1 66.9 19.5

1960-3 0.0 0.9 8.2 47.9 29.5 13.5'
1976-3 '0.1 0.5' 6.2 45.2 32.8 14.9
1976-4 0.0 0.6 .6.0 51.1 36.7 5.3

1960-3 0.2 4:1.7 53.5 41.8 3.5 0.5
1976-3 0.0 0.8 50.4 42.9 4.6 1.1

1976-4 0.0 6.4 25.4 63.4 4.3 0.2

1960-3 0.5 2.7 45.3 46.5 4.8 0.2.
1976-3 0.2 2.7 41.1 50.0 5.8, 0.4
1976-4 0.1 -2.3 21.7' 71.9 3.4 0.3

1960-3 0.4 3.0 24.2 68.7 3.0 0.8
1976-3 0.2 3.0 24.2. 68.0 4.0 0.4
1976-4 0.1 2.3 21.7 71.9 3.4 0.3

1960-3 ' 3.0 30.1 54.9 9.2 0.7 0.2.
1976-3 3.2 35.7 53.3 7.0 0.4 0.1
1976-4 2.2 36.1 50.3 10.7 0.4 0.1

1960-3 12.5 63.7 14.3 4.7 0.5 0.0,

1976-3 .12.9 56.4 25.7 4.5 0.2 0.1
1976-4 6.5 62.7 27.1 4.3 0.2' 0.0

1960-3 0.4 12.0 84.8 2.6 2:3 0.0
1976-3 0.1 11.1 86.3 2.4- 0.0 0.0
1976-4 0.6 10.6 86.4 2.3 0.0 0.0

1960-3 5.3 26.0 -49.4 18.1 1.1 0.1
1976-3 5.6 24.7 46.2 21.0 2.0 0.3
1976-4 7.5 20.2 44.9 25.0 2.1 0.1

1960-3 0.7 2.5. 5.3_ 90.9 '9.5 0.0
1976 -3 0.3 CO 7.1 87.6 0.6 0.0:
1976-4 0.2 4.9 6.5 87.3 0.8 0.0

1960-3 11.7 '28.9 53.4 5.5 0.5 0.1
1976-3 .6.3 '37.3 47.7 8.1 0.4 0.0
1976-4 5.5 40.9 44.8 8.4 0.2 . 0.0

* Year and DOT edition on which distributions are based.
**The total of the 6 levels, summed horizontally, should equal approximately
'100.0%.
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Table 3 ,

Changes'ifithe Distributions of GED Levels of Jobs for
the Working Population:. 1960 and 1976

Distribution of GED Levels_

1960-3 1976-3 1976-3 19.76 -4

Actual Predicted Actual Actual
Column 1 2 3 4

GED Levels: 1 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.6
2 13.5 12.6 13.0 13.2
3 35.1 33.6 32.2 29.8
4 33.6 32.5 33.0 35.4
5 11.0 13.5 14.2 16.1
6 4.3 5.4 5.4 3.6

Changes in GED Levels

Inter- Intra-
1 .Net -Group Group .Skill

Change Shifts Shifts Changes
tolumn 5 6 , 7 8

(1-4) (1-2)
t

(2-3), (3-4)

GED Levels 1 - .6 - .1 - .2 - .3
2 - .3- , - .-9 1 + .4 +.2
3 -5.3 -1.5' -1.4 -2.4
4 +1.8 -1.1, + :5 +2.4-.
5° .+5.1 +2:5 + .7 +1.9
6 - .7 +1.1 ,, 0 -1.8

.

COlumn'l L, Distribution of GED levels in 1960 based on the 3rd .edition bf
the- DOT . ,

_ 2 - Predicted distribution of GED levels in 1976 based'on the 3rd
edition of the DOT,'assuming the same distribution of-GED levelt
within major, Census occupational groups in 1976 as in 1960 and
accounting. only for changes in employment, among groups

3 - Distribution of GED leyes,ln 197.6 based on.the 3rd edition of
the DOT

4 - Distribution of GED levels in 1976 based on the 4th edition of
the DOT

5 - Difference between columns 1 and 4
6 - Difference between columns 1 and 2
7 - Difference between columns 2 and 3
8 - Difference between columns 3 and 4
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